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~ECOND. CENTURY IN HISTORY OF 
COtLEGE BEGUN WlTH SERVICE 
BLOODY MONDAY 
FROSH VICTORY 
Yearlings Show Up Well 
FlRST GAMIE OF SEASOiN' AGAINST 
CONNECTICUT AGGIES · HERE TODAY 
In Two Rushes 
Installation of Flags Ceremony : · · · · · · · · · · · · · · : ! · · · · · · · · · · · · · : Coach Drew's Charges Ready 
Opens Year. : Saturday, Sept. 29, 2.30 p. m.: : "Bloody M<>nday" turned out to be : TRINITY FOOTBALL • For First Foe. 
: FootbaU game with Connec- : a massacre of the sophomores by the : SCHEDULE. : 
• ticut Agricultural College on the • freshmen in the tWQ scraps held last • • 
PROF. JOHN J. McCOOK • athletic field. : week. The freshmen by reaching the : Sept. 29-Conn. Aggies at Hart- • NOBLE OUT OF LJNE-UP 
OFFICIATES IN CHAPEL • : bulletin board in 21 seconds-nine • ford. : AND NOT TO PLAY TODAY 
President Ogilby Talks on 
Dynamic Education. 
: Thursday, October 4, 5 p. m.: • seconds short of the 30-second period • Od. 6- Worcester Tech. at : 
: End of fraternity rushing pe- : -were able to declare a victory in • Hartford. • 
: riod; fraternities give invita- : the first big event of the afternoon. : Oct. 13-Lowell Textile at Hart- : 
: tions to freshmen in A1umni : Immediately following this rush t he : ford. : 
• Hall. • sophomores were defeated 31 to 13 in • • 
• • Oct. 20-Hobart at Binghamton, • 
Trinity officially embarked upon its • Saturday, Oct. 6, 2.30 p.m.: : the rope rush. • N.Y. • . . 
Quarterback Position Most 
Uncertain Berth. 
lOlst year Thursday, Septemlber 20, • Football game with W•orces- : Along about 4 o'clock the two : Oct. 27-Union at Hartford. : When the whistle blows today for 
at 5 o'clock, with an opening chapel : ter Tech. on the athletic field. • classes gathered, the sophomores in • Nov. 3 _ Bates at Lewiston, • the first kick-off of the Connecticut 
service. The chapel was filled almost : : front of the public speaking room and : Maine. • Aggie game, the Trinity team will 
to its capacity by students, alumni, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • the freshmen in front of Northam : Nov. 10-A·mherst • rush down the field for the first time b f th f 1t d f · d T · h · f b 11 I = at Amherst, • · t 1· I U"'der mem ers o e acu y, an rten s owers, mmus t e1r oot a payers : Mass. : agams an a 1en e even. "' 
of the college. On this occasion a FRESHMAN RULES who were forbidden to take part by • • Coach Drew and Assistant Coach 
special ceremlQny of the installation ARE CHANGED Coach Drew. It was a noticeable thing : • • Wioolley, the squad has been through 
of the colors was inaugurated. Doc- ~ that the freshmen greatly outnum- four weeks of hard preparatory train-
tor John J. McCook, professor emeri- bered the sophomores. FRESHMAN CLASS ing two weeks of which were spent at 
tus, read the lesson for the day, and the Niantic camp and two on the 
President Remsen B. Qgilrby gave a Cigarettes and North Vernon The bulletin board rush which is ROLL SMALLER home gridiron. 
talk on the principles of education. S T b limited to 30 seconds was terminated The first day of practice at home 
After the service the freshman-soph- treet a 00• in 21 seconds wrhen Dunlavey, a mem- was held on Monday, September 17. 
om ore rush took place on the campus. =-- -- her of the freshman class, touched the But Seventy-TWO Men The practice game with the Colonials 
Following the procession of the board. This was accomplished by R • d of New London, whiCh was scheduled The freshman rules as adopted by f · h. If h h h eg1stere . 
rhoir and the faculty in academic orcmg · Imse t roug t e sopho- for the preceding Saturday, was not the sophomore class this year are at h h d h d 
robes, the ceremony of placing the mores w 0 a gat ere to protect played rbecause of the inJ"uries of sev-variance in several points with those •t Th t. d b th Cl f 
rolors, presented to the college ·by the 1 · e Ime rna e Y e ass 0 Seventy-two freshmen had been eral of the squad, especially those of 
of last year. The text of the procla- 1927 15 d h rt f th 6 
alumni during the centennial celebra- was secon s s 0 0 e - registered in the college office Wed- Johnson, the promising backfield can-
ti I t J . th . t d mation issued to t he yearlings by the second record made last season by nesday. 'Dhis is an . unusually small d"d t A · t d b R1"etemeyer a on as une, m e1r s an s on Class of 1926 follows: 1 a e. ss1s e y , 
either side of the altar occurred. The Travers. number. The list of registered men tackle on the famous 1919 team, 
"In accordance with a venerable f ll 
rolor-bearers were Terrell, '24, pres- An enclosure was roped off on the o ows: Coaches Drew and Woolley put the 
custom hallowed by usage through S tt H Ad f () Cit ident of the student body and chair- · d th h h" h co erman ams o cean y, men throumh various phases of offen-long generations, the sophomore class campus an e rope rus ' w 1c "' 
man of the senate, and Kennedy, '24, heretofore had been held at night, N. J. sive and defensive tactics. 
has been wont each year to issue to J h B All f Ch" Ill college marshal. '!'he colors will re- immediately followed. The memlbers o n · · en o Icago, · Since the first day scrimmages be-
main in their stands until the install- the incoming freshmen a proclama- J. Fred Ammeran of Clearfield, Pa. tween the scrubs and the probable 
tion, wherein are set forth its sacred of the Sophomore Dining Club and L. Richard Belden of Hartford. 
ation ceremony at the opening ser- Medusa assembled around the edge of regulars have been frequent. Every 
precepts and charges. And so by J h T B h f H tf d vice next year. the square to act as J·udges. osep · as our o ar or · practice would find very nearly thirty 
reason of this honored practice, the St 1 B Jl f n.- h t N y The lesson was read by the Rev. an ey e o .1.vuc es er, · · men on the field. The freshman can 
Class of 1926 deems it incumbent up- Th !"ttl d bt h t th t p t B f W h" gt 0 John J. McCook, '63, who retired at ere was 1 e ou w a e ou - u nam rowne o as m on, onn. didates were of great help in the 
on itself, that Jd b Th · F k p Bl d d f N Y k the end of the Trinity term last year come wou e. e superior num- ran . oo goo o ew or scrimmages, drilled by Woolley in 
after forty years of service on the "Whereas-The incoming freshman hers of the freshmen gave them such City. plays manufactured to outwit the 
faculty. When Doctor McCook ap- class is deficient in those qualities a decided advantage that after the Raymond Byrnes of Norwich, Conn. first string •team. 
peared on the campus he was greeted which are inseparably associated with first ten minutes, the tying up of James M. Cahill of Hartford. ' A severe set-back was undergone 
by a numlber of students who had Trinity men; sophomores became merely meohani- Alfred Celantan·o of New Haven. by the team through the loss of 
been members of his German classes. "And wh~reas-The said class is cal depending on how many freshmen Francis Stevens Conover of Schenec- Noble, whose scholastic standing made 
President ()gilby's sermon m~ght sometimes conceited, often impertin- could be amassed at that moment. At tady, N. Y. him inelig~ble. Noble practiced with 
be entitled "The Static versus the ent, and always simple; the end of the period only two sopho- F. E. Conran of Hartford. the team even after he had been de 
Dynam'ic Conceptions of Education", "And whereas-In pursuance of the mores were left standing, "Bill" K. E. Daughn of Hartford. nied the taking of make-up examina 
for it dealt with these two points of traditional responsibilities and duties Nicol of Hartford and George Thoms E. Delaney of New Britain. . tions by the discipline committee. He 
view. He began his discussion by of the said class, it is necessary they of Brooklyn, New York. Lawrence Dickey of Marshall, Mich. was selected for the ~ythical All 
reading a quotation from a book print- be enlightened concerning the nature The plan which was adopted by the Wales S. Dixon of Hartford. Connecticut Valley eleven by "Tack 
ed over 250 years ago, which has been thereof, , Senate at the sug-gestion of Doctor James Dunleary of New Haven. Je" of the "Hartford Courant" last 
d d · h. f '] H Fred J. Eberle of Hartford. A d t d is passe own m IS amt Y· e re- "To hereby decree that: ()gilby seems to have worked out very year. n erson was gran e perm 
ferred to it as a compendium of all satisfactorily. By having the r<>pe Joseph B. Elmendorf of Hackensack, sion by the discipline committee to 
"1-Freshmen shall wear skull N J 
knowledge, giving in parallel columns rush in the afternoon the immense · · take his condition examination to de 
caps on the campus. H Jd F k f We t H tf d in Greek, Latin and English the sum crowd which congregated ·in previous aw ar e o s ar or · termine his eligibility. 
total of chemistry, natural history, "2-Freshmen shall both in word years at night was absent. The W. S. Fliess of New York City. Several new men appeared on the 
philosophy and literature. It was and deed show unfailing respect to group which watched the scrap could Andrew H. Foreste of Trenton, N. J. field in moleskins during the two 
written by Johann Amos Comenius, a upper classmen, and shall llllllnifest be easily controlled by the ropes Brice R. Freeman of Pittsburgh, Pa. weeks of home practice, amrong them 
di tinguished educator of the seven- that respect by obeying promptly all which were extended around adjacent Loyd F. Gamble of Hartford. Norman, captain of the rbaseball team 
teenth century. The quotation Presi- their commands. Particularly is it trees. R. B. Gerard of New Haven. Montgomery of last year's backfield 
dent ()gilby used as a text was: essential to answer the telephone un- George C. Glass of Hartford. and T. Jones and Leiber, both mem 
"'A school is a shop for transfusing der the archway. Morris Greenbaum of Hartford. hers of the 1922 squad. 
learning out of books into men.' "3-Freshmen shall no~ walk on the George C. Hamlin of Brooklyn, N. Y. The quarterback berth has been 
This," said President ()gilby, "still ex- north side of Vernon Street. Joseph L. Handley of Manchester. contested by Riley, Murphy, Norman 
presses a popular idea of education, "4-Freshmen shall smoke nothing KENNEDY SENIOR LEADER Roger W. Hartt of Hartford. and Keating. It is the most uncer 
and yet is as far from the truth as but corncobs on the campus, and FOR FIRST HALF-YEAR Ronald E. Herbinson of Hartford. tain position on the eleven. Coach 
could be. People still think that shall not wear knickers or facial Paul H. Hetzel of Southport. Dre_w seems to have decided on the 
youn~ men who want to be .doctors, adornments. On week-days plain ----- Richard A. Hicks of Dearborn, Mich. line-up of his first team, wi:th the ex 
lawyers or theologians, go to college dark ties shall be worn. Robert W. H;Jderbrand of Wilkes- ception of that berth at Wednesday's 
and later to professional schools to "5-Freshmen shall attend all col- Birmingham and Eastman barre, Pa. praotice. 
get groups of portable facts, done up lege meetings, rallies and home Other 1924 Officers. G. A. Hives of Detroit, Mich. Besides Noble and Johnson the 
in convenient parcels, to be carried 11 Ben Hoover of Sunbury, Pa. team has Jo. st Humiphrey and Mullen games. At rallies and co ege meet-
off as their stock in trade. The h Edward W. Howell of New York City. Humphrey was forced to withdraw at ings upper classmen precede fres -
truth is that the young man training men from the hall. · Kennedy was elected president of Arthur L. Hiell of Glens Falls, N. Y. Doctor Swan's orders, and Mullen's 
to be a doctor does not so much ac- the senior class last Tuesday at the J. Edwin W. Johnson of Hartford. studies were too pressing to allow his 
"6--Freshmen shall learn their col- w G K 11 f B J N y cumulate facts as prepare himself to first senior class meeting of the year. · · e er o rook yn, · · continuing the game. 
lege songs and cheers. D Id K ed f N B · ht take a place in the progress of the Kennedy is also captain of the 'var- ona enn Y o ew ng on, Monday the scales in the lockers 
combat against physical disease. The "7-Freshmen shall salute mem- sity football team. He is a member N. Y. revealed the fact that the average 
lawyer trains him.'self to apply new hers of the faculty and shall greet of the Beta Beta Chapter of Psi C. J. Kerridge of New London. weight of the team, sans regalia, was 
cases to tested standards, and the all fellow and upper classmen with a Upsilon and of Kappa Beta Phi. P. M. Kerr·idge of New London. 168 pounds. The end of four weeks 
theologian devotes himself to a study hearty 'hello.' Birmingham was elected vice-presi- W. H. Langdon of Hart:£ord. of intense training finds the new 
of theology, the psychology of God, "And it is further decreed that dent of •the class. He is a member T. E. Leland of Holliston, Mass. team prepared to meet its first foe. 
in order to place himself in current these laws shall be posted in a con- of the Tau Alpha Chapter of Phi Sage Lund of New Haven. The Aggies have been training for 
of God's constant revelation to man. spicuous place. A breach of these Gamma Delta and of Kappa Beta Phi. Joseph J. Lutin of Hartford. the game for three weeks. The adop 
"This brings out what we may call laws shall bring upon the offender Eastman was chosen for the office of R. A. McCurdy of Hartford. tion of the one-term rule makes them 
the difference between static and dy- severe and summary punishment; for secretary-treasurer. He is also chair- Horace H. Morrey of Bridgeport. weaker than they were last year, but 
namic conceptions of education. it · is the intention of the Class of man of the Union committee. Hjs Lloyd Wesley Minor of Berlin. they are none the less dangerous op 
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COLLEGE STUDENTS AND THE 
RED CROSS. 
There is probably no word harder 
worked in the colleges and universi-
ties today than "vision." And it is 
because of this quest of vision that 
students are thinking with a clarity, 
a degree of penetration, an inclusive-
ness, and an earnestness, of purpose 
which did not characterize preceding 
generations. Underneat}l a certain 
surface lightness engendered by the 
healthful give-and-take of present-day 
campus life, there is developing a 
fibre which will stand the test of the 
epoch upon which the world is enter-
ing. 
The Red Cross, national and inter-
national, recognizes the fact that in 
the American colleges ahd universi-
ties of today is to be found its leader-
ship for tomorrow, in a work which 
perhaps more than any other is in-
terpreting to the world at large t~ 
full scope and meaning of the ideal 
of the Brotherhood of Man. Conse-
quently, it voices at this time an ap-
peal to the students of America, not 
only for support in the oncoming 
American National Red Cross Roll-
Call, Nf(lvember 11-29, but for serious 
constructive study of the work and 
methods of the organization, looking 
toward the day when they will as-
sume their rightful positions of com-
munity, state and national leadership. 
The demlands of the time are in-
creasingly complex, and the future is 
heavily charged with forces which as 
yet defy analys,js, It is not by chance 
that you have come to your high place 
in life. We believe that it is for a 
purpose, and that without the best 
each one can do in service to his fel-
lowmen, ·all life must be poorer in 
the end. 
Wlill you not, therefore, stand with 
the unco.nquerable will of a Sidney 
Lanier to the ideal of service? 
Through years of poverty which he 
r;ould have changed by sacrifice of his 
ideals, and through a greater number 
of years of illness from tuberculosis 
which he had not the power to 
change, the beloved poet of the 
Southland struggled on, until with a 
temperature of 104, and while too 
weak to feed himself, he penciled his 
last and greatest poem, "Sunrise," 
afraid that he would die ere the com-
pletion of his task: 
"Knowledge we ask not-knowledge 
Thou has lent; 
But Lord, the will-there lies our bit-
ter need; 
Give us to build above a deep intent, 




Note-The. f·oHowing fraternities 
compose the Interfraternity Council: 
Alpha Chi Rho, Alpha Tau Kappa, 
Delta Kappa Epsilon, Delta Phi, Delta 
Psi, Psi Upsilon and Sigma Nu. 
1-N o man shall be pledged to any 
fraternity until he shall have been an 
undergraduate at Trinity College for 
fourteen days. 
THE TRIPOD 
CHANGES ANNOUNCED IN 
FACULTY FOR YEAR 
There have been several changes in 
the personnel of the faculty. Profes-
sor John E. Vogelsong, a graduate of 
the University of the South, succeeds 
Professor Hurd. as assistant professor 
of chemistry. Arthur P. R. Wadlund, 
'17, is also serving as assistant chem-
istry professor. 
Professor Spaulding has taken the 
......................... GEOLOGY OF TRINITY 
COLLEGE ESCARPMENT · 
By Edward Leffingwell Troxel, 
Assistant Professor of Geology. 
SWEATERS AND 
SLIP-ONS 
• Are nece sary garment to 
(Continued from last is,sue.) • every College man. 
Before the flow had thus reach- • Our Fall line introduce 
ed its present depth, the rock : the latest and best suitable 
cooled with the gases still present • £'
01
. 
an'.' and e \•ery SrJort and expanded, and the gradual in- • ' · • 
crease in depth of the flow and the : Heavy and medium weight , • 
added load did not suffice to oblite- • you have choice of either 
rate the texture in these lower lay- • Coat Style or the pull over 
2-(a) Each house shall entertain 
those freshmen with whom it has had 
place of the Rev. Professor John· J. ers, af·ter they had once solidified : kind, at prices rea onable • 
McCook, as professor of German. through partial cooling. Professor : considering quality. Found 
Silliman devoted several paragraphs • 
correspondence or have friends in Professor Spaulding's place as assist- to ·the description of this feature, : at our l\Ien's Furnishing De-
that house ··before introducing them ant professor of French is being which he traced through the lower • partment, l\Iain Floor. 
to other cro·wds. taken by Professor A. H. L. Naylor, two or three feet of the trap rock • 
(b) The chairman of the rushing of who obtained his Ph. D. at Johns and for some distance into the under- • 
each house shall be responsible for Hopkins and was formerly an instruc- lying sandstone. • Brown, Thomson 
seeing that every freshman is intro- tor in St. James School, Hagerstown, Contact Alteration - The line of • & C 
duced at every other house. contact between the lava and the sand • ompany 
Maryland. and clay beneath gives us an example • 3-(a) At 5 o'clock on the last day 
As Professor Carpenter, head of of the mutual effect of the contrast • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • of the no-pledging period, new men 
'11 h · All · H ll At th t the biology department, is on his sab- in original temperatures and compo-
WI gat er m umm a · a sitions. This result is called meta-
time each fraternity shall issue din- batical year, the department has been 
morphism, and affects a zone along t he ner invitations to those undergrad- taken over by ·Charles E. Hadley, a 
uates it desires to bid. border line, which depends for its The 
member of the Hartford Public High thickness on the depth of the flow, : World's Smartest 
(b) Each man receiving an invita-
tion must return all bids within ,an 
hour after he has ·dbtained his invita-
tion. The acceptance shall be depos-
ited in a box to be placed in S'Ome po-
sition to be designated by the Inter-
fraternity Council; any other invita-
tions shall be returned at this time. 
In ease a man is not ready to ,accept 
a bid he shall return all invitations 
and is considered to be free to accept 
the pledge of any fraternity. 
School faculty, who has been a grad- principally, and on the amount of 
uate student at Trinity, and Doctor heat given off <by the lava. There is • 
Ralph w. Storrs, ,17, a specialist in a gradual change as we approach the 
actual contact from either side; the 
lava seems to have assimilated some 
Hats for Fall! 
KNOX and 
KNAPP-FELTS 
-From the U.S. A. 
embryology. 
Professor Shepard's classes in Eng-
lish are being conducted by Professor 
Allen and D10ctor Adams. Paul S. 
Parsons, '20, has taken full char,ge 
of freshman English as instructor in 
English. 
(c) No fraternity man shall spea~ Professor Kleene of the Economics 
with the new men from the time in- department and Professor Rogers of 
vitations are issued until he arrives 
at dinner. the Civil Engineering department, 
have returned from their sabbatical 
(d) The Interfraternity CoJ:!nCil 
shall be in charge of the distribution year and are supervising the classes 
of invitations which shall be uniform, in their subjects. 
and shall be prepared by the council. 
These rules became effective on 
their adoption. Under these rules 
will be conducted the rushing and 
pledging of every new man at Trinity 
College. 
A resolution to that effect that: 
(a) A man breaking his pledge to 
any fraternity would be ineligible to 
accept an invitaJtion to join another 
fraternity, until one college term has 
expired. 
And that (b) it was to the best 
interests of the college and the fresh-
men that off campus rushing be dis-
couraged, as it was considered detri-
mental to scholarship, college life, 
and as it does not present a true op-
portunity of judging a crowd. 
EIGHTEEN FROSH REPORT 
TO COACH WOOLLEY 
The call for freshman football can-
didates issued ,by "Ike" Woolley had 
been answered by eighteen yearlings 
last W'ednesday. Under the tutelage 
of Wloolley the freshmen are being 
rounded into a satisfactory outfit. 
M-ost of their practice has consisted 
of scrimmaging with the 'varsity. 
The men who had reported up till 
Wednesday were Stevens, who played 
end on the Suffield team which de-
feated the 1925 eleven two years ago, 
D. Kennedy, brother of Captain Ken-
nedy of the 'varsity, a south-paw with 
a good heave on forward passes, Kel-
ler of E'rasmus High, Ntew York, 
Fliei>S of Trinity School, New York, 
Hetzel, Byrnes, Muller, P. Miller, 
Bell, Dixon, Forrester, Kerridge, Le-
land, Smith, Stewart, F. Smith, Wil-
son and J. B. Allen. 
JEPSON ELECTED TO 
LEAD JUNIOR CLASS 
The results of the junior and sopho-
more elections were as follows: 
Junior class-president, Jepson; vice-
president, Jones; secretary-treasurer, 
Malcolm-Smith; sophomore class-
pres.ident, Riley; vice-president, 
Thoms; secretary-treasurer, Avitable; 
senator, Shields. 
FRESHMEN CHOOSE 
SMALLEY FOR PRESIDENT 
H. W. Smalley of Richmond Hill, 
Long Island, was elected president of 
the freshman class at a meeting of 
that body last Friday. RaY'lTiond 
Girard of New Hlaven was elected 
vice-president and Donald Kennedy, 
brother of Kennedy, '24, of New 
Brighton, N. Y., secretary-treasurer. 
ALPHA TAU KAPPA GIVES 
UP ROOM AT COLLEGE 
of the sandstone beneath and the lat-
ter is baked and profoundly altered • 
by the penetration of liquids and vol- • 
atile substances. The shale has be-
come flinty, shows a conchoidal frac-
ture, and its originally red and brown • 
color is changed to blue or gray. 
Silica taken into s,olution by the hot • 
waters may, on passing through, 
cement the sand grains into a hard 
quartzite. Baking may almost com-
pletely change .the composition of the 
rocks near a contact like this one. 
Jointing-The jointing planes of 
the trap rock, which cut deeply into 
HENRY HEATH 
-From London 
Horsfall Hats-$3 up. 
HORSFAL[S 
93-99 )#jlum Street 
"It Paya To Buy Our Kind." ............. 
CORRECTLY CUT 
EVENING CLOTHES 
the mass and show plainly as lines 
of fracture on the upper surface, con-
stitute one of t he more important 
secondary features . These cracks 
have a tendency to divide the sheet -
of lava into polygonal pillars which A properly cut dinner coat is 
are frequently hexagonal. The ideal 
prismatic structure is a result of the 
cooling from the surface downward, 
which gives rise to a diff~rential 
necessary for every man and it' 
correct for nearly every evening 
occasion. Here are perfectly cut 
shrinking. The shrinking is attained evening clothes by Society BJ.·and. 
most easily when the cracks run out 
from a center at angles of 120 de- Al o medium weight overcoat , 
grees producing hexagons, thus re- smartly cut, for either evening or 
leasing the maximum amount of day wear. 
stress and giving the greatest volume 
to each block for the least amount of 
fracturing. Other secondary features 
caused by weathering and glaciation 
may be noted. Chemical disintegra-
tion of the rock, induced by the at-
mosphere and percolating waters, 
changes the dark surface with a 
g1:eenish tinge to one of drull orange 
or buff. . This color is due in part to 
the formation of kaolin, from the al-
teration of feldspar, stained with iron 
oxide. 
Trap Breccia - A very unusual 
phase of the trap rock is seen near 
the Saint Anthony Hall, east of Sum-
mit Street and• beyond the northern 
limits of the campus. A breccia al-
ways consists of the broken angular 
fragments of a rock, recemented; 
here the binding material is of two 
sorts; i•t comes either from other 
molten lava itself or from an arena-




MEN'S CLOTHES SHOP 
Fifth Floor 
PRINTING 
OF THE BETTER CLASS 
AT CONSIDERATE COSTS 
Publication Work a Specialty_ 
The freshman schedule has not been 
During the showing of the movies completed. The nearby preparatory 
of the centennial celebration at the schools will be on the slate. 
Majestic Theatre last week several 
The local fraternity of Alpha Tau 
Kappa has given up its rooms ,at 
Number 3 Jarvis Hall. According to 
Allen, '24, head of the fraternity, it 
is the intention of the group to meet 
during the year at clubs in the city. 
Alpha Tau Kappa was founded in 
1919 by members of the Hartford 
Club, which was then in existence on 
the campus. 
In the first place the fragments 
were formed from the shattering of 
the glassy rock through sudden cool-
ing, through the explosive action of 
super-heated steam, or from the pull-
ing apart of the crust formed on the 
surface ,of the lava, as a result of a 
revived flow. In the latter case the 
broken pieces might easily be rolled 
into and recemented by the remaining 
men had the amusing experience of 
sitting near two flappers of the Colt's 
Park category. When the picture of 
tlle Foot Guard Band m'arching 
through the archway was flashed on 
the screen one of them exclaimed: 
"Gee, I didn't know they had ~n or-
chestra up there. Those must be 
their graduation suits." 
Miss Edna M. Scrafford of Rotter- Miss Dagny J. Milgarde, daughter 
dam, N. Y., and Harry B. Franchere, of Mr. and Mrs. P. M!ilgarde of Wiest 
'23, of North Adams, Mass., were Hartford, and Edward C. Anderson, 
married in Rotterdam, N. Y., Aug. 15. '22, of Hartford, were married in 
Franchere is a member of the Sigma Hartford June 2. Anderson is a mem-
Chapter of Delta Phi. He is study-~ ber of the Tau Alpha Chapter of Phi 
ing at the Tufts Medical School. Gamma Delta. 
molten material. 
A cement of indurated sandstone is 
not so easily explained; four hypo-
theses may be advanced: (1) The mix-
ing of fragments of igneous rock 
with sand may take place along the 
front of a flow where the lava pushes 
over and mingles with a bed of sand. 
This seems to be a possible explana-
tion, but with it one must assume 
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that the lavas of the posterior sheet 
here at Hartford do not result from 
a single flow but rather from distinct 
outbursts with an intervening tin::e of 
sedimentation, and this is doubtful. 
(2) The mixture of sand with the 
trap rock may possibly take piact in 
a large fault zone where both sand-
stone and the igneous diabase are in-
volved. Observed s.Iickensides sup-
port this hypothesis. 
(3) Probably · the most plausible 
theory of the origin of the breccia is 
that which presupposes an explosion, 
beneath the lava layer, resulting 
from the flow over wet sands and 
shales turning the moisture into 
steam. This action may be compared 
to that of a geyser. The great heat 
caused the steam to fo1•m in spite of 
the pressure above; it overcame all 
resistance, tore through the superin-
cumbent load, lifted and shattered its 
35 feet of rock, and lef.t a pile of 
loose fragments. Such an explosion 
might have thrown :£ragments of 
shale or sandstone into the debris, 
one of which is actually seen at the 
present time: a piece of shale. 
The filling of the interspaces in the 
breccia, according to th is theory, 
migh:t easily be accomplished by the 
settling of later wind- or water-borne 
sediments, wh ich were spread over 
the top and gradually ' worked t heir 
way into the smallest crevices-. 
The deposits of calcite, and quartz 
which appear as white spots on these 
rocks are thought to show conclusive-
ly the former presence of hot springs. 
T.he solutions emanated from the lay-
ers beneath. 
A fourth explanation may be ven-
tured, ( 4) that >the peculiar breccia 
marks the p.roX'imity to the vent in 
the earth's c·rust through which the 
magma out-welled and in which it 
mingled with the wall-rock along its 
course; both might then have been 
extruded onto .the surface together. 
This supposition, although far from 
proven, is a worthy working hypothe-
sis and warrants further careful 
study. In this connection it should 
be noted, however, that in the neigh-
borhood of a vent, fragments of wall 
rock, sandstone for instance, ought 
to be surrounded by lava material. 
Except for certain doubtiul speci-
~ens of the rock, which have been 
collected, the reverse is true in everry 
case observed. 
There is a current rumor that this 
extremely interesting and instructive 
series of rocks, on the corner of Sum-
mit and Vernon Streets, is to be blast-
ed away to facilitate building on the 
site. This is to be deplored, but if it 
must be done Trinity College, cooper-
ating with the City of Hartford, 
should endeavor to secure some of the 
larges.t and most suitable blocks, and 
have them transported across to the 
public park or to the campu,s. for 
preservation. 
At the bottom of the cliff there lie 
red sandstones exposed for a ver\tical 
distance of ten feet or m:ore; similar 
deposits are known >to extend down-
ward for over a thousand feet, before 
another trap sheet is encountered. 
The sedimentary r-ocks are not as 
resistant to erosion as the trap rock 
is, yet in places they are consider-
ably indurated. Although commonly 
spoken of as the Triassic red sand-
stones, we frequently find distinct 
!'ayers of red shale of very fine grain. 
The material composing these bed-
ded rocks, sand, silt, and mud, was 
derived from highlands and Illjountain-
ous tracts, bordering lthe old river 
valley. 
These mechanical products of ero-
sion were swept onto the ·broad flats 
of an old interm'ontane flood plain, 
the surface contined periodically to 
subside through a vast age during 
which there accumulated the many 
thousands of feet of these coarse 
and fine . sedimentary rocks, rich 
Dining Room Open 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. . f t d · and feld-m ragmen e mica 
spar. The proces.s was interrupted 
Visit also the LUN CH ROOM at the only by the occasions of igneous ac-
UNION- Open till 11.30 P· m. tivity, interspersing the three great 
· OH BOYS ! 
Don't forget to call on 
The Professional Building 
Barber Shop. 
sheets of lava, one of which we see 
at Trinity College. 
Primary Characters - Most rocks, 
which are products of erosion and 
deposition in water, are stratified. 
The original mateTials were subject-
ed to a process of sorting by the mov-
59 High Street, Hartford, Conn. ing waters, and are arranged in lay-
THE TRIPOD 
ers. Where one stratum ends and an-
other series begins, there is a sharp 
break in continuity, represented by a 
line in the cross section, and an eas.y 
plane of cleavage in the rock, which 
we call a bedding plane. It happens 
that the sandstones underlying the 
campus are so much divided by bed-
ding planes that tlJ,ey are practically 
unfit for building purposes, although 
great use of them has been made in 
the past. 
Thin beds of fine-grained material 
result from the settling of sediment 
from ·quiet water. The supply of ma-
terial may be brought in all at once 
by a strong current which then sub-
sides, and a renewal of the supply 
m)ay be produced in deep water by 
surf.ace currents which carry only the 
finest materials and never disturb 
the bottom layers. 
In a place where deposition has 
gone on, a change from finer to 
coarser sediments may indicate a 
withdrawal of the standing waters 
and a decrease in depth ; ·but in a 
stream it may suggest renewed ero-
sion and increased load f ollowing a 
flood, f.or rapidly flowing waters 
bring coarse mat erial and for a t ime 
at least permit of no fine deposits. 
The t hic}Qest beds of sandstone 
along t h e Tr inity escarpment measure 
scarcely more than ten or twenty in-
ches. Since bedding always shows a 
change of deposition, massive sand-
st ones, wit hout banding or streaks, 
may be due eit her to an enormously 
rapid rate of deposition, too r.apid for 
sor-ting, or may be due to a remal,k-
ably unif.orm rate of accumulation. 
Frequently one sees an irregular 
line running along t he wall of rock 
cutting across the ·bedding planes. 
It resembles an unconformity and is 
som'etimes referred to as a local un-
conformiity. The line represents t he 
intersection of the vertical pltane with 
a former }and .surface made uneven 
by an impetuous stream cutting into 
it~ own deposits. New sediments had 
soon restored the evenness of the 
strata. 
Another feature which breaks the 
regularity of the strata is the false 
or cross bedding. This may result: 
(1) through t he formati·on of ripple 
marks which are advancing more rap-
idly than they are building; (3) 
through the •building of a delta with 
the foreset beds on a steeper slope; 
or (3) finally in the building of a 
sand bar where material is carried 
over and dumped on the lee s.ide. If 
the bedding is much crossed and ex-
tremely irregular, we think ·of rap-
idly changing or eddying currents at 
the time of deposition. Although 
there is a resemblance in each case, 
contemporaneous erosion such as this 
should not be confused with discon-
formity, neither should cross bedding 
be interpreted as nonconf.ormity. 
The consolidation of the beds from 
sands and muds 'to hard stone may 
have . been effected .at some consid-
erable depth beneath the surface •by 
heat and pressure working tog·ether, 
or it may have been brought about 
nearer the surface by the action of 
ground water dissolving calcite, silica, 
or iron oxide, and redepositing it 
aboult the small f:mgmental grains, 
cementing them firmly tog.ether. 
Markings on t he Sandstone--Sur -
face features may •be secondary in 
origin, i. e., caused after the strata 
are formed; but if they are primary 
or contemporaneous, they may be of 
value in determining the origin, for 
then they show the •inherent qualities. 
Ripple mar ks are commonly seen 
on the exposed surfaces of the bed-
ded rock; th ese consist of parallel 
ridges made by the wind or by cur-
rents in shallow waters, just •as they 
are made today in sand dunes or 
along a sandy shore. 
In the case of ripple marks made 
by water, seldom on slopes of more 
than a few degrees, the coarse grains 
are left in the trough and the finer 
material on the cres•t; the reverse is 
true whi:m the marks are made by 
the wind, and here they may appear 
on slopes as steep as the angle of 
repose of the sand grains. 
The shales are sometimes marked 
in an irregular way ·by the material 
filling sun cr acks. Sun cracks are 
due to the shrinking of clay, which 
results in the formation of polygonal 
plates; these, like the columltls in 
trap rock, are ideally of six sides. 
The shrinking results from the long 
exposure of mud or clay to the dry 
air on river flood plains and less fre-
quently on tidal flats; the phenome-
non is favored in semi-arid regions. 
The cracks between the blocks or 
cakes of sediment are easily filled in 
later on ·by wind-or water-borne sed-
iments, converting the whole into a 
solid, continuous mass . The typical 
intraformational conglomerate made 
of these sun-dried, saucer-shaped 
cakes of clay surrounded by sand, is 
beautifully shown in places along the 
escarpment. 
Not infrequently we find small im-
p-ressions a fourth of an inch or less 
in diameter on the finest grained 
shales; these tell us of a prehistoric 
shower and are interpreted as r ain-
drop im prints. If the rim of the lit-
tle crater-like impression is uniform 
and circular, no wind was blowing, 
but if the rim is pushed out and 
thickened on one side, it is apparent 
that the drop struck obliquely and 
that the wind was bLowing fr.om the 
opposite side. 
No undoubt ed foss ils h ave been re-
ported from 'this locality, but a 
thorough search may yet r eveal foot-
print s or pl'ant remains, for th ese are 
well known in other exposures .of the 
Triassic sandstones . The probabili-
ties of discovering the remains of 
vertebrat es (dinosaurs, etc.) is indeed 
r emote, although t hese too have been 
found a few miles east of Hartford. 
Many of th e peculiar markings 
which we see must be ascribed to 
mechanical .causes s.i:m;ply, 'although 
they displ.ay a s.triking resemblance 
to footprints, shells, bones, and plants. 
These may be concretions, sun-crack 
fillings, false bedding, or marks made 
by f loating objects-a branch drag-
ging on the ·bottom muds. 
Climatic Indications-The red or 
brown color, peculiar to the sand-
stones generally, is universally as-
cribed to an iron oxide, particularly 
hematite which mJay occur when fine 
particles are disseminated, or it may 
appear as a ·coating around the sand 
g-rains. The hematite is formed un-
der circumstances adverse to reduc-
tion, i . e., not in the presence of a 
reducing agent such as organic mat-
ter. It appears rather under condi-
tions favoring oxidation, perhaps in 
the presence of air or at least with 
air occupying the open spaces in the 
sand. This implies aridity, and a low 
ground-water level. 
We may asce1•tain important facts 
from the sediments about the physical 
aspects of the land from which they 
were derived. Coarse sediments and 
arkose from broken up granite tell us 
quite clearly of hills of steeper slope, 
rapid erosion under dry or cold cli-
mates, and no great distance of trans-
portation. Fine materials, muds, etc., 
imply ·hills of low relief reduced al-
most to a plain (peneplain). Muds 
containing much kaolin (clay), with 
interbeds of sand, show t hat the pre-
existing rocks were granite whose 
feldspars weathered under a relative-
ly warm, humid climate. 
(Continued on page 4.) 
FRESHMAN RULES. 
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3 
1926 that these laws shall be both 
rigidly enforced and humbly obeyed. 
"Given at Trinity College, in Hart-
fol•d, this twentieth day of September, 
in the year of Our Lord one thousand 
nine hundred and twenty-three and of 
Trinity College the one hundred and 
first." 
"THE CLASS OF 1926." 
OPENING SERVICE. 
(Continued from page 1.) 
Comenius and those who follow his 
line of thought are dealing with 
learning as if it were a static deposit, 
written in books and to be learned 
from them. The dynamic conception 
deals with truth as a living thing, 
and by it education means simply 
capacity for growth, for more educa-
tion. * * * " 
Here President Ogilby read another 
quotation, this time from a modern 
English educator, now in this coun-
try, who spoke of the spirit of the 
Am erican college as finer than any-
thing .that exists in Europe today. 
"The college man seems impressed to 
a wonderful extent with a lively sense 
that he has been called with a great 
vocation. To most of them this is 
much more vivid than the thought 
that they have received some sort of 
teaching which will be useful to them 
in their personal careers. * * * So it 
was in t he Middle Ages." 
President Ogilby closed by welcom-
ing the new students to share in the 
enthusiasm for learning that charac-
terized the great universities of Paris, 
Bologna, Ox.ford and CamJbridge in 
the days of the Revival of Learning. 
"The social sense of comradeship in a 
real devotion to learning will mean 
that students approach their studies 
not with the idea of getting, but with 
the desire to be educated so that they 
may give." 
Immediately after the service the 
freshmen and the sophomores lined 
up on the campus and clashed in 
three one-minute rushe-s. The first-
year men outnumbered their oppon-
ents, probably due to the fact that 
several of the members of '26 were 
not allowed to participate because 
they were on the football squad. 
However, victory was conceded the 
yearlings. 
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Jack Holt and Charles deRoche .. 
A George Fitzmaurice Production 
Here's Pola Negri as you've NEVER seen her ! In a sympa-
thetic role. As a foolish young wife who bargains her soul 
for luxuries and-keeps the bargain ? The strongest emo-
tional part ever written-and the one actress to give it soul! 
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HERRICK CHOSEN TO THE COLLEGE STORE GEOLOGY OF "THE ROCKS." 
(Continued from page 3.) 
the plane of this &mall fault one sees 
a z,one of crush breccia made of frag-
ments ground off the country rock 
and held together by vein minerals. 
In addition one sees polished and 
striated surfaces of rock which result 
from differential movemerut along 
lines of fracture; these are called 
slickensides. They lie in different at-
titudes showi11g that there were va-
rious movements in .accommodation, 
perhaps, to the ones seen in the major 
faults. 
HEAD NEW COUNCIL THE PLACE OF ACCOMMODATION 
"Say It With Flowers" 
AND LET A COLLEGE MAN 
GIVE YOUR ORDERS Deposits made in an arid climate, 
which may be indicated by incomplete-
ly weathered products such as feld-
spar in arkose, by wind-blown round-
ed sands and dust, by sand, coated 
with red iron oxide, by wind r.ipple 
marks and sun-crrecking, are thought 
to suggest accumulation on the lee 
side of a mountain range which 
screened the prevailing winds, caught 
the precipitation on the adv·erse slope, 
and carried it away in the oppos.ite Accompanying the :flaulting and the 
subsequent formation of the mineral 
direction. vein a chang·e occurred in the border-
This leads us to suppose that there ing shales and sandstones, extending 
existed a range of mountains to the several feet beyond the fault plane. 
westward in Triassic time, and that The strata were impregnated with 
the rains fell on its western rather carbonaceous material •and the most 
than its eastern slope. I important effeot -has been to change 
Climate may also be shown by the J the normlally red beds to a dark slate 
general aibsence of fossils, which im- color. They resemble. now the black 
plies frigidity, turbidity, salinity, or shales seen e~sewhere. m the va~ley at 
aridity, at least for peri·ods of time a lower horizon, which may mdeed 
during depos~tion. Shells and other have been the source of the carbon. 
fossil remains are &eldom found in The borders of the altered zone are 
sandstone, because of their grinding at times very distinct. 
and wearing away in the sands them- The Mineral Vein (From a study 
selves. Although the scarcity of fos- by Muller)~A~<mg the fissure which 
sils in sandstone results mainly from marks the fault plane there appears 
the destructive effect of mechanical a heavy vein of material consisting 
erosion which reduces· the organic ma- mostly of barite, with smaller quanti-
terial to small fragments at the time ties of quartz, bitumen; the copper 
the sands are laid d·own, their ab- sulphides, bornite, chalcocite, and 
sence may be due also to their dis- covellite; the carbonates, malachite 
solution by the chemical action of the and azurite; together with the oxide 
underground waters. Finally, it is of iron, limonite. The quartz ap~ 
probable that the flats were not the pears both as w'hiite masses surround-
favorite ·haunts of many of the ani- ed by the other minerals and as ce-
mals, that their visits were infre- menting material between the brec-
quent, tha.t few died here, and that cia.ted fragments of the vein. It also 
no remains or traces were left in forms drusy surfaces lining small 
these deposits. cavities, and in some cases is depos-
A Minor Fault and Mineral Vein. ited on the other minerals in such a 
manner as to show a later origin. 
Herrick, '24, who represents the 
Delta Phi unit in the Interfraternity 
Council, was elected president of that 
body at the first meeting at the Psi 
Upsilon house on Wednesday, Septem-
ber 19, to succeed Cuningham, '24, 
who has transferred to Y.ale. 
PERSONNEL OF NEWLY 
·CHOSEN SENATE 
With William Terrell, a member of 
the Class of 1924, as president the 
new Senate is. in full swing. Albert 
Jepson, '25, represents Alpha Chi Rho 
Fraternity, David M. Hadlow, '25, 
Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity, Marius 
Johnson, Class of 1925, Frank S. 
Jones, Delta Phi Fr-aternity, Waldron 
S. O'Connor, Delta Psi Fraternity, P. 
Otis Zwissler, Delta Kappa Epsilon, 
and Theodore Jones, Psi Upsilon Fra-
ternity. 
FACULTY COMMITTEES 
The following faculty committees 
for this year have been appointed: 
Adams, Galpin, Costello, Spaulding; 
On admission, Professor Rogers; on 
status of students, Professors Krieble, 
Costello, Parsons and Stone; on ath-
letics and college organiz·ations, Pro-
fessors Perkins, Rogers, Swan, Gal-
pin and Drew; on course of study, 
Professors Babbitt, Perkins, Hurruph-
rey and Dadourian; on graduate stu-
dents, Professors Kleene, Swan, 
Humphrey and Krieble; -on electives, 
M. W. SCHER, Prop. 
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Besides the major :flaults or rifts Bornite is the only copper sulphite 
in the Connecticut Valley, which mmneral visible without a microscope. 
broke the Triassic rocks into separate It is present mainly in the form of 
blocks and so profoundly influenced irregularly scattered grains in the 
the topography, there are others of quartz and barite gangue. Chalcocite 
less degrees which are inconspicuous and covellite are also found to be pres-
because of the slight displacement of ent. Malachite, the green carbonate 
their walls. One such is well shown of copper, appears •as a powdery coat-
near the stone steps leading up the ing on the other minevals, or as silky 
cliff toward Vernon Street. Its plane tufts of radiating hair-like crystals. 
of fracture is now conspicuously The vein was probably deposited 
marked by a vein of white barite while the rock 'formation was near 
nearly two feet ·in thickness, which the surface and results from the pas-
fills the opened s.pace. This little sage of mineral-.bearing waters under 
fault penetrates the face of the cliff low temperature and pressure. The 
and trends in a general direction deposit as a whole serves to show two 
southward; for a distance the down- types of solution : one is acidic and of 
Professors Dadourian, Allen, Parsons, _______________ _.:. _______________ _ 
· dropt eastern wall forms the face of ascending nature, from which the sui-
the escarpmel1it itself. Adjacent lay- phides were deposited, and probably 
ers of the shale and sandstone are originated from the igneous rocks 
dragged by the movement along the themselves; the other ty,pe is an al-
fault plane, and the convex surfaces kaline solwtion coming from descend-
face in the directi·on of the move- ing waters ·of surface origin, which 
ment, i. e., upward on the west side furnish carbon-dioxide and oxygen 
and downrward on the oppos.ite side. I and are oxidizing in nature. 
Since the plane leans toward the east 
or toward the down-,thrown block we Of all the geological events which 
term it a reverse fault and assume here took place, none is more inter-
that it is due to pressure from the esting than the .sweeping ~ovem~nt 
'd If howew~r the fault was of the great contmental glacier which 
SI es. , ' d . 'b d 
originally form.ed in the horizontal .literally left its re~or mscn e . on 
beds and later tilted with them from the s.tone surface, and then meltmg 
a n~arly vertical position, it might away, covered it with a mantle of its 
be considered a normal fault. It is characteristic glacial drift. If we 
evident that this fault was formed at could clear away the layer of loose 
t' e later than the Triassic (for material, we could walk, no doubt, 
:he 
1
~riassic rocks themselves were over many acres of glacially striated 
broken) and probably is one of the surface with its variety of markin.gs, 
series made during and coincident a great sculptured floor eX!tendmg 
with the general breaking up of the everywhere beneath the campus .. 
larger blocks of the system. Along (Continued in next issue.) 
Spaulding and Burkett; on disciplin'e 
and rules, Professors Babbitt, Kleene, 
Barret and Allen; on the catalogue, 
Professors Barret and Burket; joint 
education commJittee, Professors Per-
kins and Barret. 
FRESHMAN ROLL. 
(Continued from page 1.) 
Harbert S. Miner of Silver Lane. 
G. B. Reynolds Meade of Brooklyn, 
N.Y. 
Robert J. ~vis of New York City. 
Edmund G. McElroy of Brooklyn, 
N.Y. 
Leland F. Moehath of Wiest Hlaven. 
Carl H. Muller of Burnside. 
Leon Myers of Hartford. 
Paul E. Pressey of Ashton, R. I. 
Ranson C. Reed of Clearfield, Pa. 
Raymond L. Roche of West Haven. 
William J. Schuyl'er of Utica, N. Y. 
Winthrop H. Segur of Hartford. 
Howard W. Smalley of Richmond 
Hill, N.Y. 
Franklyn A. Smith of Milford. 
Ke:rnet Stevens of Kensington. 
Irving Stremlau of Meriden. 
Cossimer Sutala of New Britain. 
Richard Talcott of Hartford. 
William A. Tavill of Brooklyn, N. Y. 
H. W. Tule of West Hartford. 
Clive F. Wilson of Marlboro, Md. 
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